Events can be viewed as repetitive structures. An international arts festival, a cultural Olympiad, a parade or world music weekends often follow similar patterns. The events industry has created its standard formats, which may compete with each other in terms of marketing reach and impact. That competition is often based on famous names, event 'brands' or the scale of the event. This means that the distinction between one event and another and between cities that host and manage events often rests on the choice and content of the event programme. Programming refers to the approach to the selection of various projects, activities or elements that make up an event and to the reasoning behind the choices that are made.

The programme is important because this is what the public sees and experiences. The programme offers evidence of the realisation of an event's vision and mission, and the effectiveness of its strategic approach. The programme is the vehicle that promotes public participation, on which the financial forecasts are based and which offers incentives to those who finance or support the event. Most of those involved in the ECOC (European Capital of Culture) believed that the programme was crucial to the success of the whole exercise (Palmer-Rae, 2004), and similar views are likely to be expressed for most events. The programme of an event needs to capture the imagination of the public, professionals and the media. An event that fails to engage its publics or to generate sufficient attendance is likely to meet financial problems that can transform into disaster (Palmer-Rae, 2004). On the other hand, events should not automatically aim to provide 'something for everybody' in the programme, a tactic that sometimes runs the risk of lowering quality and diluting the impact of an event. In programming events for the city as a whole, however, there is often a need for a multi-layered approach to ensure that there is a focus for the different target groups the city wants to serve (see Chapter 8).

The choice of programme matters both for single events and for the whole series of events held in a city. Some cities integrate events into their cultural planning, knowing that the combined impact of event programmes can contribute to building a consistent brand image. The growth of the experience economy and city competitiveness has also led to a heightened awareness of the role of the city as a stage or backdrop for events. As Chapter 2 noted, many cities have enhanced their roles as promoters of events by not only supporting events financially, but also by coordinating events on a citywide basis. The notion of 'city programming' in the eventful city reflects the management or coordination of activities and experiences across the city as a whole. City programming as an approach is not centralised planning, which can stifle spontaneity and dynamism; nor does it advocate homogenisation and control of creative development, which by its very nature may be anarchic and unpredictable. City programming emphasises an approach that encourages coordination, synchronisation, the avoidance of duplication, and synergies between stakeholders and partners.

Practitioners are increasingly applying the term 'curation' to the function of programme development. Programming, though its association with writing computer language may have overtones that reflect a kind of mechanical act. Curation (adapted from the world of exhibitions and galleries) conveys a more subtle development of interrelationships between activities, people and concepts. Some directors talk about 'curating a festival' and discussions among urban cultural policy makers can refer to 'curating the eventful city'. Curating the CityThe curation approach to city programming is exemplified in the project 'Curating the City: Wilshire Boulevard', which aims to illustrate the cultural heritage of Los Angeles (L.A.) through a series of events and attractions linked by this famous thoroughfare. The project was launched in October 2005 with an architectural tour of six historic sites on the boulevard linked with a series of other events: youth workshops; the TarFest: Festival of Film, Music and Art and a self-guided architectural tour available in English, Spanish and Korean. The events continued in 2006 with *L*.*A*. *Koreatown*: *A Celebration of Continuity and Change,* an exhibition tracing the history of the Korean community in L.A. from its beginnings on Bunker Hill to the creation of 'Koreatown'.(<http://www.curatingthecity.org/>).

Although there are common approaches and structures, there is no science of event programming or curation in the context of an eventful city. The first step is to ensure that there is a clear vision for the eventful city. Without this, it is difficult to even start the programming process, and events that do not have clarity of vision are the ones that appear most often to fail in terms of public engagement.

Creating a Programme Vision {#s0010}
===========================

The event programme itself provides the tangible evidence of a vision. A programme vision is a statement of the central idea behind the programme of activities for an event. For example, Gerard Mortier, when appointed Director of the established Salzburg Festspiele in 1991, executed a new programming vision based around a central idea of challenging renowned artists and producers. He used the provocation of his programme choices to give the festival a second life -- a tactic that seemed to work, given the increase in spectators at the event during his tenure.

Gerard Mortier made it his task to overcome the stagnation that had become evident especially in the last years of the Karajan era. 'The New Salzburg' that he proclaimed followed a policy of opening up the festival to a broader and modern repertoire to unfamiliar, and occasionally also provocative views as regards aesthetics to different and younger generations of audiences (Salzburg Festival, 2007).

But Salzburg went back to its roots when Mortier moved on to direct the Ruhr Triennale, staging events against the backdrop of old industrial buildings in the region that is ECOC in 2010 (Loney, 2001). During the Mortier period, the new programming vision for Salzburg seemed to have worked, at least in terms of visitor numbers. Attendances rose from 204,700 in 2005 to 244,000 in 2006, with seat occupancy of over 95%. Tourist numbers (and particularly foreign tourists) have also increased in the city since 2001. This seems to indicate that it is not only the content of the vision that matters, but also its clarity and its effective transmission to the target audience.

A programme vision is created for its own time and under the conditions that are right to achieve it. When the conditions change, the vision may no longer be successful as a force behind the programme, and the vision and the programme may need to change. This is a vital aspect of the sustainability not just for individual events, but also for the whole event programme of a city (see Chapter 10).

For example, the Directors of two successive festivals in Los Angeles each managed one version of very different programming visions for the same festival. Robert Fitzpatrick's programme vision for the LA Festival in 1984 (with the impetus of the Summer Olympics behind it) was to bring together the best of the known creators of European theatre to be in the same place at the same time. This was only possible with the funding and sponsorship opportunities that the Olympics offered; the experience could not be repeated again. In 1990 and 1993, Peter Sellars, as Director of the next version of the LA Festival, brought a distinctly different programme vision by focusing only on work from the Pacific Rim, and restaged art, which might otherwise have been treated as ethnographic, varying from Japanese court dances to gospel choirs; 50 cultures were represented. Sellar's vision aimed to show inhabitants of LA their own city, with people being seduced into visiting neighbourhoods of the city that they had never visited. Many have tried to duplicate the vision of Peter Sellars in L.A.; all have failed. At best, copying offers a pale and uninspired version of the original and deprives the event or a city of the opportunity to create something special that relates uniquely to its own time, space, history and identity (see Chapter 2).

The Rotterdam ECOC in 2001 had more success with the development of arts programmes related to different neighbourhoods, linking with the theme 'Rotterdam is many cities.' The programme emphasised small-scale, creative activities such as Preaching in Another Man's Parish, which involved ministers of different faiths preaching in each other's churches (Richards and Wilson, 2004). Similarly, Frei Leysen founded the Kunstenfestivaldesarts in Brussels in 1994 with a programming vision of a bipolar festival for all inhabitants of Brussels. The central idea of establishing an event for all communities challenged cultural policies in a city of the two main linguistic communities, French and Flemish. The vision was one of 'a cosmopolitan city festival', based on the assumption that cities like Brussels are increasingly becoming part of a complex network of communities that cross and redefine national, linguistic and cultural borders. 'The city is the environment par excellence in which this cosmopolitan society can be seen' (Kunstenfestivaldesarts, 2008). In spite of continuing linguistic tensions and problems of persuading governments to allocate subsidies to an intercultural approach, the public responded well to this vision and the festival continues to survive.

The small Oerol Festival on the small island of Terschelling in the northern Netherlands was created with a vision that focused on the presentation of site-specific outdoor performance, not only for local inhabitants but also to help develop the tourist industry. The programme concept combined an exciting artistic experience with a sense of fun (adding a different kind of colour to the natural landscape). Because of its success, an evergrowing number of families schedule their annual camping holiday in Terschelling during the festival. In 2007 there were 50,000 festivalgoers on the island during the 10-day event who bought 95,000 tickets. The pressure of tourism on the artistic programme means that the Oerol Festival has to constantly seek new programming ideas to maintain its creative edge. In 2008 the festival theme of time and space was underpinned by a unique temporal experience: the clocks on the island were turned back 2 h to Greenwich Mean Time, which had been used on the island at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Festivals in Eastern Europe were once known for their unique qualities because of the intensity of the local experience offered to inhabitants suffering under communist regimes. The programmes offered platforms for new ideas and visions of hope. Many of these festivals have been transformed with aspirations to be world famous and attract large numbers of visitors, and in doing so are becoming similar to festivals everywhere (Puczkó and Rátz, 2001). Examples are the Exit Festival in Novi Sad, Serbia and the Hradhouse Festival in Boskovice, Moravia. A new breed of young Directors have emerged with new concepts and fresh ideas, but are finding it hard to establish themselves in a climate in which festivals are introducing more competitive and sometimes expensive international programming.Programming International Festivals -- the Budapest CaseThe Budapest Spring Festival (BSF) was first staged in March 1981, aimed at attracting international audiences to generate much-needed foreign currency. The programme of the Festival was based on three major elements as follows:▪The BSF would become the first international cultural event in the European festival season.▪The Hungarian organising team created an eclectic programme including different arts, sport and gastronomic events and congresses, but with classical music as the central theme.▪Bringing Hungarian culture (mainly music) into the limelight.The budget of the BSF was rather limited, so the organisers decided to invite world famous Hungarian artists living abroad to participate. In the first year, Béla Bartók was chosen as the theme, as that year was the 100th anniversary of Béla Bartók's birth; this timing made a favourable contribution to the marketing activities. The name of Bartók led to better international recognition of the BSF.The Festival was initially successful, leading to full hotels and restaurants in Budapest. Unfortunately after the political changes in 1989--1990, changes in the organisational structure of the festival led to programming and financial problems. The festival was relaunched in 1997 with new aims as follows:▪introducing many facets of the Hungarian cultural life, create interest towards domestic tourist sites and quality artistic events both in Hungary and abroad;▪stimulating new performances and products/works;▪increasing awareness about Hungarian artists;▪increasing the hotel occupancy rates before the main season;▪generating more foreign exchange by selling tourist services and cultural programmes; and▪enhancing the cultural touristic image of Hungary.In recent years the cultural aims of the festival have become more explicit in its programme vision, which is now based on a two-way flow of culture between Hungary and the rest of the world. The hope of Festival Director Zsófia Zimányi is not just that the Sao Paulo Symphony Orchestra will perform Bartók in Budapest during the festival, but that they will take his work back to Brazil.

A programme vision therefore is a form of mission statement for an eventful city. Although the vision of each event may be unique and will depend on a range of contextual factors, there are a number of key questions that should be asked in order to arrive at an effective vision statement for each event and for an eventful city as a whole. Some of the key questions that need to be addressed are as follows:1.What is our core business? (Who are our stakeholders?)2.What is our special competence? (What can we do better than other cities?)3.What is our unique position? (Who are our competitors?)4.What are the needs of our stakeholders? (How will we serve them?)5.What do we want to achieve in the future? (Where will our eventfulness come from?)

Although the vision and the resulting events programme should link together the interests of the city, its events and their stakeholders, the programme vision also needs to consider the concept of artistic risk.

Artistic risks {#s0115}
--------------

In a globalising world with greater competition for audience attention and resources, it is perhaps not surprising that many cities are accused of 'safe' programming that is generally risk free or risk averse. London has seen a rising tide of musicals aimed at a mass audience and particularly at tourists who may find musicals more accessible. The Edinburgh International Festival and many other large-scale arts festivals have at various points of their histories focused their programmes on more popular 'tribute' shows, with re-creations of works by famous performers. Such productions arguably increase the accessibility of culture by using recognisable cultural icons and instant recognition with the audience, and so reduce the risk of failure.

Certain strategies may appeal to directors and organisers of events, but the public evaluates what they see, and not the process that leads to create or produce the work. Many artistic directors understand the importance of processes that encourage artistic innovation. Risk taking is one element of a process for certain events. The artistic director of this kind of event takes risks, but also understands the concept behind the awaited end-result, and tries to minimise the risk by building strong relationships with the artists and between artists and audiences. This means that by being involved in the production process, identifying and locating the resources that are required to produce the work and taking decisions that balance the artistic needs with other factors such as public expectation and financial realities, the risks can be reduced. Unexpected results along the way require action, varying from postponing or cancelling performances that are not yet ready to present to the public, or where artistic ambitions do not match with financial realities, to rethinking the strategies for marketing to enable the production to succeed. The objective is frequently to safeguard the event so that those creative risks can continue to be taken in future without raising the spectre of past failure.

Brett Sheehy, Director of the Adelaide Bank Festival remarked that:"It's partly instinct in curating a program but much of it is in the lap of the gods -- the gods being the artists themselves. I have said frequently that I am not keen on theming festivals and imposing that kind of straitjacket on the visions of individual artists and companies. I'd much rather let it grow organically and be as surprised as the audience with what ends up.(Adelaide Review, 2006)"

The London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT), which was created in 1980 by Rose Fenton and Lucy Neal as a biennale festival to bring challenging international contemporary productions to local communities in London, was a risky journey not only in artistic terms, but also for the faithful LIFT audience. In the event, the gamble paid off, and the productions received a warm welcome in 'tough' neighbourhoods (Klaic et al., 2004). In many such festivals this means creating room for more avant garde style productions, such as a 'play' performed to an 'audience' of two people in a pub, or to an audience of six people in a hotel room. Without events that push artistic boundaries, it is difficult to develop contemporary events and create new 'products', which eventually may also appeal to wider audiences. When speaking to directors and organisers, especially of risk-taking events of an artistic nature, the notion of breaking with tradition is often central. In other events, especially those where artistic development is not a central objective, the reverse sentiment is frequently very strong: to take few risks, to focus only on public demand and to adopt an entirely market-led approach. There are significant differences between events that aim to be 'market leaders' and those that aim to meet the interests of a predetermined stable market. Invariably, each group of events or festival organisers is sometimes critical of the other, and the 'leader' versus 'led' approach can become the core of the debate between event directors and their funders or between event organisers and their audiences and critics. The strategy of an eventful city needs to address and reconcile diverse approaches.Sydney: An Artless Festival?A critique of the 2008 Sydney Festival observed that 'the word "arts" is nowhere to be found in its title, so no reason for us to expect a collection of high-minded fare. In this heat and humidity it's hardly the season for it anyhow. But is the Sydney Festival doing its job? The event is certainly putting lots of bums on seats -- and dollars in the coffers. And crowds were wowed by "the three Bs": Bjork, Brian Wilson and Black Watch. But beyond that, some sober souls question whether there isn't room for something more enduring (Hallet and Lawson, 2008). These critics went on to ask whether 'Sydney Festival sees itself simply as a "grab-bag of ideas from Edinburgh crossed with a version of Womad?" 'Another critic observed that 'We expect hits and misses at any festival but all except one of (the events reviewed) by Hallett and Lawson as the event's greatest successes had already proven their worth elsewhere. *Black Watch* wowed audiences and critics alike at the Edinburgh Festival, with The Guardian's Michael Billington calling it "a landmark in modern Scottish theatre". Both Brian Wilson and Bjork have toured before and easily managed to fill houses under their own steam. La Clique was a repeat outing after its sell-out success at the festival last year. And Sydney has become almost an annual stopover on the rightly acclaimed James Thierree's calendar.Or what? If a big, profitable festival like ours can't afford to take a risk any more, who can?' (Dobney, 2008).

Developing the City Event Programme {#s0015}
===================================

Although many event directors believe that programme planning is more alchemy than science, patterns emerge; there clearly are significant overlaps in the approaches and programmes of events in different cities. The headline acts for rock festivals are virtually the same the world over, and even the pyrotechnic displays that open and close many major events are developed by a small number of international specialist companies. For example, the Valencian company that produced the firework display to close the Barcelona Universal Forum of Cultures in 2004 also closed the same event in Monterrey in Mexico in 2007. There is always room for individual directors to assert their personal tastes and special relationships with particular artists, but this takes boldness. Easy choices can be made making connections to increasingly well-organised global event markets that focus on the buying and selling of event programmes; several events are now programmed entirely in this way. Cannes not only has the long-established film festival, but also the MIDEM exhibition, a professional event that attracts 10,000 music professionals to the city to do business. Essentially a trade show, it also includes many live performances featuring established stars as well as showcases for new talent promoted by agents actively selling the same programmes to event organisers from different cities.

Often there is a degree of convergence in programmes and programming styles because organisers the world over are subject to many of the same factors that influence their programming decisions. These include the following:▪mission and objectives of the event programme;▪the main programme concept;▪target publics to be served and their expectations, including special publics (children, minority groups, people with disabilities, particular tastes and interests, foreign tourists, domestic tourists, etc.);▪role of the event organisation in developing the programme;▪relationship to existing local cultural provision (ideally to enhance or supplement but not duplicate the local offer);▪balance sought between local, national and international works;▪balance sought between different categories of production: traditional/experimental, existing/new, star names/emerging talent, own productions/co-productions/received productions;▪ability to market and communicate effectively (including factors such as reputation of artists and likely media response);▪timing and dates of the events;▪availability and quality of work on offer;▪facilities and event spaces to be used for presentation;▪financial resources, expectations and conditions of bodies providing the finance;▪ability to recoup or amortise costs through cost-sharing, co-production or touring and pricing/price resistance;▪technical resources and meeting special conditions;▪opportunities to extend the impact of the programme (through educational activity, touring, residencies, contribution to local policies such as social inclusion);▪other special factors (relationship to a theme or anniversary, special relationships, historical connections, etc.); and▪balancing risks with safe choices.

This is quite a formidable list of factors to consider, and unfortunately no easy formulas or computer programs exist to guide decision making. The weight given to different factors will depend on circumstances and the particular interests of organisers and sponsors in each city. The complexity of the task is echoed in comments from organisers themselves:"We sometimes make lists of the criteria we use to help guide the selection. This is a kind of *aide memoire* and offers a guide to the entire team of why we take the decisions we do. Our Board and the city council like to see the rationale behind each choice. But in the end, after all the balancing, just 'feeling right' about doing something becomes a key factor -- the jargon calls it *the truth of the right side of the brain*.(Unpublished interview with festival organiser, Palmer, 2004)"

Programming dimensions and styles {#s0020}
---------------------------------

So, the approach to event programme planning is kaleidoscopic; there are many different possibilities and many choices to consider. Event organisers make choices of programme based on the many factors identified earlier. What follows is a categorisation of some of the more common dimensions or factors that are taken into account when defining a programme, and that help distinguish one event programme from another.

### Programme defined as producing or receiving {#s0025}

There are events that mainly *produce*, such as when an event director commissions (often in collaboration with partners) artistic work. The Salzburg Festival, the Avignon Festival and the Adelaide Festival invite artists (producers, directors, choreographers, designers, writers, composers) to create original theatre, opera and dance productions of new or existing work and cover all or a proportion of the cost. In exchange, they often insist on an element of exclusivity (for example, the first run of performances) and sometimes a share of income derived from the production for a certain period of time in the future. The same is true for the visual arts (such as the Venice Biennale and Documenta). The level and scale on which events originate work by commissioning or producing are determined by an event's objectives, the public it serves and its financing. The Manchester International Festival, staged for the first time in 2007, positioned itself as the first major UK festival that comprises solely commissioned work. In this case, the high level of originality is used as a means of distinguishing itself from its competitors, notably the Edinburgh International Festival.

Other events mainly *receive* work; the event invites artists and companies with ready-made performances, exhibitions and activities, and presents them as part of its event programme. There is no investment by the organisers in the origination costs of the production; a financial fee or guarantee is offered to the producers, organisers, artists or companies themselves directly or through agents or distributors. Popular music events and film and literature festivals regularly follow such patterns. Often the agents of most popular artists organise appearances one after the other in the form of a tour to events that *receive*, leading to event programmes that are almost identical.

An adaptation of the receiving role occurs when event directors or organisers leave the choices of the programme entirely to the owners or managers of facilities and spaces where work is presented, or artists and companies themselves who rent spaces at entirely their own risk to perform or exhibit. The event director may provide assistance in locating appropriate spaces or companies, and sometimes helps with financing, marketing and ticketing, or logistics and technical requirements. The event organisers, however, do not decide what is finally presented and seen by the public, and take no financial risk. The programme, in a sense, becomes self-selecting. The event organisers may set criteria for the inclusion of activities in an omnibus catalogue or brochure, and thereby shape the resulting programme to a certain degree, but they do not actively select components of the programme. The Edinburgh Fringe Festival, the Toronto First Night Festival and the Bumbershoot Festival in Seattle are examples of such events. This kind of 'wrap around' programming for festivals is becoming more common; taking everything that is happening anyway in a city and packaging it in some way. Rotterdam does this with its Summer Festivals, bringing together the main events in the city, such as the Summer Carnival, the Dunya Festival and World Harbour Day. Other events may link together single performances with no coherent theme or concept and package them in marketing terms as a single festival (such as the Alive 2005 festival in the North East of England, which collected many existing festivals into a regional programme).

### Programme defined by roles of organisers {#s0030}

In developing an event programme, organisers adopt different relational roles to others with whom they work. For simplicity, these might be categorised as follows:▪As *architects*: The director, other specialists or committees take responsibility for the concept, designing the programme and selecting its components. The image and shape of the event are determined internally, and all key decisions are centralised. Darmawan et al. (2005) indicate that many of the major festivals staged in East Asia are programmed in this way.▪As *facilitator*s: The event organiser works closely with others on a collaborative basis to develop the concept and design the programme. Resources are shared between the partners and the programme is developed as a joint venture.▪As *engineers*: The programme is originated, developed and financed by others outside the organisation, and the event organisers take the responsibility to deliver the programme in terms of technical and financial resources.▪As *contractors*: The programme and other elements of delivery are subcontracted entirely to other groups, organisations or individuals who are expected to follow a brief or set of guidelines provided by the event organisers. For example, the Rotterdam Summer Festivals are run by Ducos, a cultural events and production company ([www.ducos.com](http://www.ducos.com){#interref2}). Combining RolesMany individual event programmes combine these different roles, and the programme for the eventful city will certainly include examples of each model. This combination of programming styles is evident when examining the programmes of the ECOC events. Although all the cities produced projects themselves, some were much more involved than others as architects of production. In the year 2000 in Helsinki, the staff of the Capital of Culture Foundation were given the specific role of acting as facilitators and developers of ideas coming from the outside and were not themselves generators of ideas. Bergen and Reykjavik ECOC both followed the Helsinki approach. In Bologna ECOC, a decision made to support local producers meant that the organisation initiated only 27 projects (and produced 20 of these themselves) out of a total of approximately 550 projects. In Krakow the Cultural Capital bureau produced 10% of the programme's projects, and in Brussels ECOC ideas from the artistic director were combined with those from other organisations (Palmer-Rae, 2004). For the ECOC in Luxemburg in 2007, venues directly managed by the ECOC organisation housed events dedicated to young audiences, an important target group for the event.

A recent benchmarking exercise in the UK identified several different models of local authority event programming as follows:▪programme of recurring annual events;▪one major council-led event every other year; up to four partnership smaller events each year;▪small number of events plus occasional one-off events;▪town centre programme only;▪no programme -- promote the events of other organisations only ('What's On'); and▪tie-in with national or regional programmes only -- e.g., Black History Month, Hampshire Food Festival.

*(Basingstoke City Council, 2008)*.

This indicates that the organisational role of the city may differ considerably, not just by type of event, but also by event location, event size and event theme.

### Programme defined by content and discipline {#s0035}

Generic types can categorise event programmes. At their simplest, events that focus mainly on one type or discipline of activity may be termed *subject specific*, referring to a main concentration or preoccupation with one form of presentation -- contemporary music, site-specific installation art, rock bands, poetry, clowning, film, etc.

Programmes that encompass a range of different types of activity genres are termed *interdisciplinary*. Interdisciplinary, or cross-disciplinary, events combine different forms of cultural expression. For example, the Dutch Electronic Art Festival (DEAF) is an interdisciplinary festival in Rotterdam, which features crossovers between art, technology and society. In a series of exhibitions, performances, seminars and workshops, DEAF attempts to generate a synergy of thought among different disciplines about media technology (DEAF, 2008). Similarly the House of World Cultures in Berlin stages the interdisciplinary performance festival IN TRANSIT, which brings together performers, artists and theorists to think about the nature of performance art. In 2006 this event included the 'Cultural World Cup' sponsored by the Brazilian government, which showcased Brazilian culture in seven German cities during the football World Cup.

There are refined nuances beyond such broad categorisations. The Bath International Music Festival (subject specific) presents a very large variation of types of music, and sometimes combines with other art forms. The programme of the Edinburgh Book Festival (subject specific) also ventures into music, film and other activities.

Darmawan et al. (2005) analysed a number of festival events in East Asia using a broad categorisation of programme types. Their analysis indicates that there are two basic types of festival: broad-based interdisciplinary events and those that concentrate on a narrow range of disciplines ([Table 3.1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ).Table 3.1Programming Elements in East Asian Festivals.ContentsClassical/popular music dance theatreContemporary music dance theatreLive artsFine arts[∗](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Others[∗∗](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}ApproachShanghai●●●●InterdisciplinaryHong Kong●●●Tokyo●●●Macao●●●JakArt●●●●●New Vision (Hong Kong)●●●●Specific typeSeoul●DaDao●[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5](Darmawan et al., 2005)

The trend towards the blurring of boundaries between different styles and genres make the contemporary/classical divide between events less easy to discern; music or theatre as distinct forms of presentation are no longer easy to define; visual art often integrates with performance; food can be art; dance is sometimes viewed as sport; new technologies and media are being used across all frontiers and are cutting across most lines of demarcation; sumo wrestling and ice skating can be conceived as 'art forms'. The World of Wearable Art in Nelson, New Zealand organised a series of art events in which clothes were turned into artworks, and the show eventually became a national success, transferring to the capital city, Wellington.

The Palmer-Rae (2004) study showed that all ECOC used an interdisciplinary programme approach, although there were variations in the balance of sectors. Programmes generally included a mix of classical/traditional and contemporary/modern, across the sectors of theatre, dance, opera, visual arts, film and audio-visual media, literature, architecture, design, fashion and crafts. Music was presented in many different forms (including classical/traditional, contemporary/modern, pop/rock, jazz, folk, world, electronic), and projects were developed that focused on heritage/history, archives/libraries and digital art/new media/IT. Special television projects, street parades/festivals/open-air/sports events and interdisciplinary projects were also staged.

The following sectors were cited most frequently as being most prominent within ECOC programmes (in order of importance):▪theatre;▪visual arts;▪music;▪street parades or open-air events;▪heritage and history; and▪architecture.

When examining the programmes in more detail, however, it is clear that 'contemporary' art forms dominated the ECOC programmes. Classical music is the only 'traditional' form that has a heavy presence. It also seems clear that the more performance-orientated artistic disciplines were more likely to be programmed than others.

When speaking more generally about analysing programme selection within a large range of different cultural events, some studies have used programming strands to help define similarities and differences in event programmes. In conventional arts festivals, typical strands include categories such as 'foreign productions', 'home productions', 'experimental events', 'promotion of new talent' and 'new productions'. Ranshuysen and Jansen (2004) used programme strands as a basis for their study of Dutch summer festivals. From interviews and policy documents, Ranshuysen and Jansen discerned six key variable strands of programming: Foreign productions, Experimental productions, Quality productions, Young/New talent, Coproduction and New productions.Too Much of a Good Thing?Deffner and Labrianidis (2005: 249) in their analysis of the Thessaloniki 1997 ECOC programme show some of the dangers in adopting more risky forms of programming. There were lots of events in the ECOC, but there was poor planning. The local audience was not large enough to support the wealth of events, which were organised due to the large budget made available by the Greek state and the city of Thessaloniki, particularly as the events were concentrated in the tourist season. 'The large number of performances (10,257) meant that people had the choice of an average of 27.8 events per day'. On top of the flood of culture, there was also a conscious effort to educate new audiences. There was a significant element of 'new types' of cultural activities including the following:a.Workshops: schools of cultural production for young persons.b.Lounges: areas offering immigrants the opportunity to amuse themselves, to be engaged in creative activities, or to attend language courses and lectures.c.From Far Beyond: it presented the Greek element of Diaspora as a synthetic historical factor of globalisation.d.Special Actions: concerning people with special needs.In developing the programme, the ECOC organisation became a 'cultural impresario' that produced and received work, without due consideration being given to the overall programme strategy. Many of the performances with paid admission were poorly attended: 37.6% of events had attendances below 34% of capacity, while only 21.6% had over 75%. The relatively low attendance rates were attributed by Deffner and Labrianidis (2005:250) to: the excessive supply of events in 1997, the concentration of events during the summer tourist season in Greece, and the very large number of similar events aimed at the same audience.

### International vs. local orientation {#s0040}

The growing international dimension of cultural production and distribution, coupled with increased ease and low cost of travel, makes the option of international presentation feasible for most event organisers. In the period following the Second World War, some saw the international dimension of an event as proof of prestige. While this is still true in certain countries on the fringes of the global cultural marketplace, most productions and exhibitions are now made for an international market and will tour anywhere if the price and conditions are right. With an expanding series of networks that promote artistic mobility, the international component of events programming is a matter of choice and cost. The presentation of international work, however, does have risks other than financial. Moving a production, exhibition or project from one cultural context to another requires experience and sensitivity that takes into account different traditions, habits of receptivity to new experiences, and language; it is a task of mediating cultural difference from one context to another.Montreal World Film Festival -- an International EventThe Montreal World Film Festival, founded in 1976, was one of the events created at the time of the Montreal Olympic Games, as part of a strategy to encourage smaller scale events. The focus of programming was to attract a prestigious international audience and put Montreal on the film industry map. The Festival now ranks among the most prestigious festivals in the world and has become the largest publicly attended film festival in the western world. It is the only competitive film festival in North America recognised by the International Federation of Film Producers Associations. Every year, films from more than 60 countries, including well-known and first-time filmmakers alike, are selected. 'The goal of the Montreal World Film Festival is to encourage cultural diversity and understanding among nations, to foster the cinema of all continents by stimulating the development of quality cinema, to promote filmmakers and innovative works, to discover and encourage new talents, and to promote meetings between cinema professionals from around the world.''To support the festival atmosphere, all the theatres of the Festival are within walking distance, an exceptional situation in North America. This contributes to the pleasant and easy-going atmosphere, while allowing participants to further contacts. Each year, the event draws numerous professionals from the film industry as well as some 700,000 visits from film buffs, 40% of which come from outside Montreal, thus generating valuable economic spin-offs for the region. Considering that, yearly, roughly 70 countries take part in this Festival and that over 500 media representatives from five continents are instrumental in promoting the event here and abroad, the World Film Festival plays an important role in building our image as a "City of Festivals." '([www.ffm-montreal.org/en/](http://www.ffm-montreal.org/en/){#interref3}).

At international events, beyond the products sold by international agents, producers and impresarios, there is work that has not reached the level of fame needed to have 'market value'. The work of emerging artists, for example, is unknown, and so programmes do not relate to market demand. There are some artists who refuse for ethical or artistic reasons to be included in market-led transactions. For such artists, fees are only part of a package of incentives, which might also include appearing in particular locations to gain inspiration, and testing their work away from the familiarity of their own local circumstances.

*Mieskuoro Huutajat* (Shouting Men's Choir) was formed in 1987 in Oulu, Finland 'by a group of young men who confess they had nothing better to do' (BBC News, 2004). The choir consists of 20 men dressed in black, shouting famous Finnish songs. The group gained popularity and is in wide demand across Europe, the US and Japan. The composition of the group changes regularly as older members find the touring incompatible with family life. The main motive for the singers in touring from one location to another is not the fee, but their own personal and collective enjoyment from singing and travelling to new cultures.

For certain events the cost of presenting international work can be lower than that produced in the host country, due to local employment conditions or lower production costs. Some countries offer public subsidies and financial incentives as part of a state-supported programme of public diplomacy or image enhancement, which offers inducements to include particular artists or companies in an events programme. The choice of country-based themes may be motivated partly or largely by the availability of finance directly from these countries, or channelled through cultural institutes, national embassies or the artists and companies themselves. In Germany, for example, the Foreign Office funds cultural exchange, sending German artists abroad and hosting foreign artists in Germany. For them:"Promoting art and exhibitions, music, theatre, dance, literature and film has traditionally been a key feature of foreign cultural and education policy. It gives the rest of the world an idea of the high quality and great diversity of artistic activity in Germany and projects an image of this country as a highly innovative and creative civilised nation. Such work is an ideal way of encouraging intercultural exchange and encounter beyond the realm of political discourse, thus facilitating and strengthening mutual understanding and communication.(Federal Foreign Office, 2008)"

Many other countries have similar motives to support international cultural exchange, usually organised through national cultural institutes such as the British Council (UK), the Cervantes Institute (Spain) and the Italian Cultural Institute.

The programming of international work in local events can sometimes provoke jealousies by local groups who may be deprived of resources to continue their own work, as event organisers sometimes use subsidies to help cover large expenditures on one-off presentations of foreign work.

Many events therefore seek to build a relationship between the foreign and local elements of the programme, consciously selecting programmes that will offer inspiration to those operating in the more localised cultural context. Additional activities are frequently added to international programmes, and include special workshops, residencies, debates and other activities that help bridge the foreign--local divide and create synergies and contacts between visitors and locals that can be long lasting. In the Los Angeles Festival of 1993 foreign work was presented in communities across the city and local groups were involved in either hosting or performing alongside international groups. The Brouhaha International Street Festival in Liverpool is an example of an event that offers a platform for international work, which is presented alongside local work. This event welcomed 220 artists from over 24 countries in 2005, and ever since has developed an approach that integrates resident and foreign performance. Giles Agis, Executive Director of Brouhaha explained that: 'The festival creates platforms for international performance projects, local community tours and cultural collaborations that bring people together, foster mutual respect and encourage a greater degree of understanding and insight into our cities multicultural landscape' (BBC Liverpool, 2005).Cape Town JazzathonThe Cape Town Jazzathon was created in 1996 with the distinct goal of showcasing purely local talent. The event's founders recognised that the African music market was being flooded with products from America and Europe: 'Africa, a continent rich in cultural diversity, and rich in natural mineral wealth, was a perfect target for the American and European music and film Industry. They moved into Africa with their own music and films and offered Africans a reflection of what they believed was a perfect way of life; they even tried to show Africans what African music should sound like.'To begin with, the festival invited international artists in order to raise the profile of the event, but insisted that the international stars be backed by local musicians. After the first 3 years, international performances were phased out. The event also began touring to different regions to give local musicians and audiences access to the festival.Jazzathon Objectives▪To provide a platform for local musicians to showcase their talents.▪To provide an opportunity for emerging musicians especially those from previously disadvantaged sectors of the community.▪To facilitate the interaction of local and international artists.▪To provide opportunities for local charity organisations to use the event as a vehicle for awareness.▪To promote reconciliation, unity and a common nationhood.▪To pay tribute to those who used their musical talents to shape our cultural, intellectual, moral values and traditions in pursuit of Human Rights and Democracy.▪To contribute to the growth of tourism in South Africa.▪To educate and develop the cultural heritage of South Africa.([www.jazzathon.co.za](http://www.jazzathon.co.za){#interref4}).

Bilateral cooperation between countries or cities may be an important aspect of the international dimension of event programmes. In 2007, for example, there was a considerable amount of collaborative work between the two ECOCs that had been selected for the year, Luxemburg and Sibiu. Over 90 events with a Romanian theme were organised in Luxemburg, and Sibiu also hosted events linked with Luxemburg. This collaboration was strengthened by the cultural ties between the two regions, as Sibiu (or Hermanstadt in German) was originally founded by German migrants from the Luxemburg region. The collaboration should continue well beyond the ECOC, thanks to the signing of cultural collaboration agreements between the two cities, which included the establishment of a Luxemburg Cultural Centre in Sibiu.

The international orientation of a cultural events programme can have a significant positive or negative impact on visitor numbers depending on the choice of programme. According to Morris (2007) London had an apparent 'dip' in visitors to blockbuster exhibitions in 2006, largely because of the content.

In 2005, there were five London exhibitions in the top 50 blockbuster exhibitions. In 2006, there was only one, 'Kandinsky' at Tate Modern at number 45. The reasons for the drop in visitors are nearly all to do with exhibition content: in 2005 Tate Britain put on London's top show 'Turner, Whistler, Monet' with a daily average of 4024 visitors. Although critically acclaimed, the follow-up in 2006 'Degas, Sickert and Toulouse-Lautrec' was less overtly popular, attracting an average of 2008 visitors a day.

By programming internationally renowned artists such as Turner and Monet, an event can guarantee a large international audience. The more 'local' the artist, the more local the audience tends to be.

### Programme defined by quality {#s0045}

Quality is largely a subjective concept, and therefore difficult to define or measure. Quality may be judged in different ways by different potential markets or by different event stakeholders. When event directors consider the quality of their programmes, the final judgment usually combines the views of different constituencies, which may include some or all of the following:▪the view of the director or organisers of the event themselves and their teams;▪the view of the public, discerned by their behaviour at events, informal comments or more formally organised surveys and focus groups;▪the view of the media, journalists and critics;▪the view of the Board;▪the view of indirect stakeholders;▪the view of funding bodies, such as city councils, arts councils and committees who are mandated to make such evaluations;▪the view of the experienced peer group of organisers and directors who plan similar events elsewhere; and▪academics and researchers whose judgments are based on an independent review of evidence.

Events normally do not have the capability, resources, time or inclination to undertake rigorous quality reviews of their programmes. Most events, however, have some process of reviewing the quality of the programme, even if the review is dominated by the views of the organisers themselves, which they then need to defend against those of other constituencies.

For example, the Scottish Arts Council's (2007) assessment of music events has a section for 'artistic quality', which includes the following elements:▪Quality of production -- was the event successful overall in relation to any stated aims (e.g., in the programme or other printed material)?▪Vision and imagination.▪Performers -- where performers are not trained, reflect this in your comments.▪Quality of Presentation -- was the event professionally presented from a technical point of view?▪Audience -- assess the appropriateness of the production for the audience, estimate the size and reaction.▪Educational value.

Most of these judgments are subjective, and the outcome will depend on the experience and outlook of those chosen to evaluate or assess a particular event. Some events now engage professional consultants that specialise in evaluation, often based on surveys and focus groups.

### Programme defined by external vs. internal drivers {#s0050}

Events can be categorised in terms of the main impulse of their programme, which might either be *externally driven* or *internally driven*. The drivers are defined by the business components of festivals: the target audiences and the sources of resources. Externally driven events depend on income generated from ticket sales, public bodies and sponsors. If the prime drivers or influencers of the programme are outside of the organisation and have greater impact on the programme than those on the inside, then the event can be considered to be primarily externally driven.The Venice Biennale: a Multifunctional EventThe Venice Biennale has an illustrious history, the first event having been staged in 1895. Today it is considered one of the leading contemporary art shows. The event has undergone a number of programming shifts in its history, reflecting the pressure of both internal and external drivers. In the early years of the twentieth century, many countries established national pavilions designed to showcase their artistic talent. In 1930 control of the event passed to the newly elected fascist government of the city, who added many new elements, including music and film. External political events continued to leave their mark on the programme down the years, such as the 1974 edition being dedicated to Chile in protest at the toppling of the Allende government.Between 1942 and 1968, art was also openly sold at the Biennale. 'The Italian dealer Ettore Gian Ferrari had the official job of selling works by any willing artist, earning 15% for the Biennale and 2% for himself' (Cocks, 2007). The political climate in the 1960s favoured an end to this 'commercialism', but the sale of artworks is now back on the Biennale agenda. There is a new art fair, Cornice, which coincided with the opening of the Biennale in 2007 that included 60 dealers.There has been strong opposition to this move from galleries exhibiting in the main event. This is because, despite the global proliferation of biennials and triennials, the Venice Biennale remains the best-attended international exhibition and offers dealers a unique opportunity to promote their artists. They lobby hard to get their artists into it and often subsidise the production, transport and installation of works.

For events whose mission is focused primarily on the individual interests of the event organisation itself, its directors, artists or Board members, the programme is considered to be internally driven. Audience response and the need to generate earned income from ticket sales might be factors, but are not the primary drivers of decisions concerning the programme. Successful internally driven events may have at their centre an individual or core group that is obsessed and have the internal experience and knowledge to realise an event idea through their programme. Religious events such as the Holy Years declared by the Catholic Church or the Hajj in Mecca are examples of internally driven programmes.

Most events have components of external and internal forces; events can place themselves at some point along this continuum. [Table 3.2](#t0015){ref-type="table"} illustrates some of the major differences between these two positions.Table 3.2Features of Internally and Externally Driven ProgrammingElementInternally drivenExternally drivenResourcesOwn resources, volunteersSponsorship, grants, ticket salesAudienceLocal residentsVisitorsMissionDetermined by director, staffDetermined by funders or sponsorsOrganisationAutocratic, fanaticAccountable, democratic

In a study by Darmawan et al. (2005) of selected festivals in East Asia, the main external and internal drivers of each festival were analysed. The primary sources of drivers were defined as resources, systems of activity and product offer ([Table 3.3](#t0020){ref-type="table"} ).Table 3.3Programming Based on Festival Target GroupStakeholdersFestivalsResources Artists ExpertiseActivity SystemProduct OfferingOrganiserStateSponsorAudienceIndependent organisationsShanghai●●●●Hong Kong●●●Tokyo●●●Government divisionsMacao●●●New Vision (Hong Kong)●●●●Seoul●●●●●No legal statusJakArt●●DaDao●**PerspectivesInternal**← →**External**[^6][^7](Darmawan et al., 2005)

In East Asian festivals, sponsors and audiences exerted a dominant influence as external drivers. The sponsor-oriented organisation was usually independent, which may secure some support from the government, but which still needed additional resources to mount event programmes. In East Asian events directly managed by governments, the organisers were invariably public servants attached to a government office. In Macau, government officers developed interdisciplinary programmes where about a quarter of the productions combined popular entertainments, such as pop singers and films and more than half of the productions included local productions featuring local performers, Portuguese or Cantonese, or traditional Chinese operas. Conversely, the government offices managing New Vision in Hong Kong focused on the encouragement and development of contemporary work. However, both examples were 'internally driven' events, with government policies and priorities as the key driving forces, and using bureaucratic mechanisms to determine the event programmes.

Darmawan et al. (2005) argued that events that were more externally driven tended to adopt an interdisciplinary and contemporary approach to programming. Events that had a more internally driven perspective were more likely to focus on specific types of traditional programming. However, in the final analysis, it was the event's artistic director (government official or independent) who exerted the greatest influence on the programme decisions. The artistic director's role was to ensure that the programmes were aligned to the purpose of the event, to maintain and develop the event's image and reputation and to ensure that the programmes attracted the agreed set of target audiences. The artistic director, however, did not act alone and usually created a committee or team to help him/her in daily activities. In the primarily externally driven events, the committee usually comprised not only experts and artists, but also representation of some of the key external stakeholders, including governments.

### Programmes defined by themes {#s0055}

Many events develop approaches to thematic programming. Themes may help make the event readable and recognisable by tying different programme elements together. The initial programme for the ECOC in Istanbul in 2010 was built around the theme of the four elements 'which have a special meaning to Istanbul: "Earth" referring to tradition and transformation; "Air - heaven sent" brings local and foreign musicians together. "Water - the city and the sea" focuses on a multitude of activities on the Bosphorus and "Fire - forging the future" focuses on modern arts and events for large parts of its population' (Istanbul 2010, 2008). It is not only specific events that may choose to base their programmes around themes, but also cities have begun to engage in 'themed years', as citywide events (a phenomenon discussed in Chapter 2). Liverpool in the lead up to being ECOC in 2008 declared a citywide events theme for each year from 2003, as follows:2003: Celebrating Learning.2004: Faith in One City.2005: Sea Liverpool.2006: Liverpool Performs.2007: Liverpool's 800th.2008: European Capital of Culture.2009: Year of Environment.2010: Year of Innovation.

Following the success of Glasgow's year as European Capital of Culture in 1990, the Arts Council based in London created a UK cities competition for themed years from 1992 to the year 2000, such as the Year of Music and Opera, the Year of Literature and the Year of Architecture and Design. The year 2000 was dedicated to Artists. The competition extended beyond cities to city-regions and wider regions that competed for the special designations. As detailed in Chapter 2, many cities have embarked on an approach to self-declared programmed themed years. Barcelona used this strategy to good effect in following up the success of the 1992 Olympic Games in the cultural sphere. The 'Barcelona is Culture' programme ran for 5 years from 2000, and culminated in the 2004 Universal Forum of Cultures, a UNESCO-sponsored event. The Gaudí Year held in 2002 was particularly successful, attracting more than 600,000 visitors and generating more than €47 million in additional tourist income. Visitor numbers to the main Gaudí attractions were 20% to 50% higher than in 2001.

The range of themes used in the ECOC programmes shows some of the possibilities for the theming of large-scale events. Over one-third of the Capitals of Culture had at least one central unifying theme for its programme as developed. The following are a few examples:▪*Art and Creativity* (Avignon, 2000).▪*The Journey* (Genoa, 2004).▪*Bridges to the Future* (Porto, 2001).▪*Culture and Nature* (Reykiavik, 2000).▪*City of all Culture*s (Luxembourg, 1995).

In almost half of the ECOC cities studied, themes were developed that related to the subject of *the city*. Two examples are:▪Brussels (2000) had the overall theme of *the City* with six thematic axes including *Celebrating the City* and *Re-imag(in)ing the City*.▪Prague (2000) had three major themes: *the Story of the City*, *City of Open Gates* and *a City to Live In*.

A few ECOC chose seasonal themes to structure the year.▪Bergen (2000) used spring: *dreams*, summer: *wandering*, autumn: *spaces*.▪Copenhagen (1996) used several themes per season: the spring season included *the Historic City* and *the Twentieth century*, summer included *the Green City*, and autumn *the Future* and *the new Europe*.

Some ECOC structured their programme around key words or principles as well as or instead of themes.▪Cracow (2000) focused *on thought*, *spirituality and creativit*y.▪Bologna (2000) on *communication*.▪Helsinki (2000) on *innovation*, *internationalisation*, *inhabitants and investment*.▪Stockholm (1998) on *cross-fertilisation*, *participation and boundary breaking*.

Although all ECOC programmes had themes, the visibility of and adherence to these during the year varied. In Rotterdam and Brussels, for example, the themes were found to be clearly visible, whereas the public in Avignon and Prague commented on the lack of thematic cohesion making it more difficult to understand the unity of the programme. In some cases the theme is used as a serious programming device, while in others the theme is simply an attempt to package a highly disparate range of unconnected activities.

### Programme defined by density of activity {#s0060}

As mentioned in Chapter 2, an event might be characterised as a space. The intensity with which that space is used is vital in determining the atmosphere and festive 'feel' of a city.

Programme density refers to the average number of performances or number of events over a defined period and is useful when comparing a specific event to another event with similar aims. It is far more complex to compare all the events of one city to another (or the overall 'eventfulness' of a city), although the City of Edinburgh commissioned a study that benchmarked Edinburgh as a festivals destination against other international cities (AEA Consulting, 2006). Different criteria were established for comparative purposes; one basis of comparison was the calculation of 'festival days' per year. This rough measure evaluates densities of events in different cities, but not their reach or quality.

[Figure 3.1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows that in terms of festival days, Edinburgh's programme is far larger than UK rival Manchester, but smaller than most of its European or global competitors. The total number of festival days does not tell the whole story, however. The number of events per day also needs to be taken into account to measure the true intensity of festive activity. When compared to other international arts festivals, the Edinburgh International Festival's performance per day ratio is mid-way between Singapore (largest) and the Holland Festival (smallest). In particular it is the Edinburgh Fringe that delivers a high intensity of events. Among the jazz festivals, it is Montreal that is ahead of the others in terms of its performance ratio. These variations can be used to support a number of cities' claim to the title 'festival capital of the world'.FIGURE 3.1Festival days per year for selected cities (AEA Consulting, 2006). Only major events are included.

### Programme defined by space {#s0065}

The locations where events take place offer another dimension of programme definition. The event organiser begins with a grid of spaces into which suitable programmes and projects fit in technical, operational and financial terms. Spaces may include both indoor and outdoor venues, varying from theatres, concert halls, sports arenas and conference halls to public squares, parks, historic buildings, rivers, streets and bridges. Disused industrial buildings, railway stations, stone quarries, ship yards, factories, river banks, market places, ice rinks and swimming pools have all been adapted to stage performances, exhibitions and for other event uses. There is an increasing trend for certain events to use unusual and unexpected spaces as venues; new spaces often inspire new programmes, attract publics that normally do not go to the traditional venues used for events and can generate substantial media attention. Some events such as the Documenta in Kassel and the Oerol Festival in Terschelling are almost entirely site specific and concentrate on programmes of performance or visual arts in unexpected locations. The notion that an event should take place only in buildings that are specifically constructed for events is considered a limiting factor for many event organisers.

There is nothing new in using festivals and events as a stimulus to identify alternatives to standard venues. In 1920, five artists including the composer Richard Strauss and the director Max Reinhardt staged the first performances of the Salzburg Festspiele on the steps of the Cathedral in Salzburg, and then later in the baroque Summer Riding school. In founding the Festival d'Avignon in 1947, Jean Vilar created the outdoor performing space in the Court d'Honneur. In the 1950s the Dubrovnik Summer Festival used fortresses, chapels, palaces and beaches for performances. The outdoor *Théâtre de l'Archevêché* is the centrepiece of the annual summer Aix-en-Provence Festival of opera. Summer festivals usually focus on outdoor performances with the moon and stars as part of the stage set. France alone boasts over 100 such outdoor summer festivals, which take place during the months of July and August. Most ECOC have created impressive alternative event spaces to supplement the traditional infrastructure of cultural facilities, many of which continued to host events after the cultural year had finished: including the Tramway (a former tram workshop and museum) in Glasgow, the Tripostal and the Maisons Folies around Lille, the Island in the River Mur in Graz and the Rotundas (former railway workshops) in Luxemburg.

Events may also make use of transient spaces. For example, the Spiegeltent is a travelling Belgian 'mirror tent' and entertainment venue. Originally built in the 1920s, the Spiegeltent travels around the world as a feature attraction at various international arts festivals, including the Edinburgh Fringe, the Melbourne International Arts Festival, the Adelaide Festival of Arts, the Brighton Festival Fringe, the Belfast Festival at Queen's and Just for Laughs in Montreal, Canada.

When defining an event programme by space, event programming takes into account the best use of each space, both in terms of what is presented, and which audiences (new or existing) are likely to be drawn. The programming of an orchestral concert in a purpose-built indoor concert hall and the same concert in an outdoor amphitheatre will attract two different audiences. Whatever space is selected, it must have the conditions that are required for a high-quality experience in its own terms. One common problem is poor acoustics in venues that are not designed for performances. Many festivals make use of unusual venues, which may add to the experience in other ways, but solutions need to be found to provide a reasonable quality of sound and sight. Open-air venues also present problems with the weather, a trend that is likely to continue as more festivals make use of dramatic outdoor settings and as climate change makes the weather even less predictable in many areas (see Chapter 12).

When events programmes that take place at the same time overlap, the spaces used by each event might be linked together to create a sense of spectacle that any single event programme would find difficult to achieve. Edinburgh in the month of August and Avignon in July are examples of this phenomenon. As Prentice and Andersen (2003:10) note in the case of Edinburgh:"(T)his essentially historical \[city\] is transformed in August. The castle esplanade carries a temporary stadium for the Tattoo; part of the Royal Mile is closed to vehicles and becomes an open air and largely informal performance space; and many buildings become venues for formal performances. Museums and galleries have special temporary exhibitions. Within the historic setting of the city, the overt tourism product becomes temporarily dramatic and carnivalesque. During the festival, the Royal Mile offers carnival and drama freely to excite the appetite of tourists, and to mark a 'boundary' between the normal historic city and the festival. It becomes a special space."

Increasingly the pressure to be spectacular creates a need for event organisers to spread their programmes across different city spaces to facilitate visual consumption and generate increasingly concentrated moments of co-presence. The selection of certain spaces for events may have symbolic and social significance. Particular spaces in some cities are associated with and sometimes even appropriated by particular groups; other spaces are neutral and visibly belong to everyone. Placing events in different spaces has overtones and may attract or deter particular publics, thereby creating either tensions or new harmonies in the way in which a city conceives such spaces. Peter Sellar's decision in the 1993 L.A. Festival to use many different neighbourhoods in the city for the programme was a deliberate act of reconsidering and redefining public space and was one of the programmes main objectives. Yardimci (2001) shows how different groups contest the different spaces of Istanbul, as groups from different religious and ethnic backgrounds compete for the use of public space. This competition can manifest itself in the form of 'hot violence', where public space must be policed, or through 'cold violence', where certain groups are excluded from certain spaces or their presence is ignored by others.

### Programme defined by star names {#s0070}

Certain events are circumscribed by and focused on the appearance of star performers or artists; the programme is dominated by their presence or identity, and names are used as the main marketing tool. In the themed years celebrating the work of Vincent van Gogh (Amsterdam, 1990), Gaudí (Barcelona, 2002) or Amadeus Mozart (Salzburg and Vienna, 2006), the main lines of the programme were dominated by their work or influence. The association of name and place for historical and other reasons offers a powerful and memorable hook on which to combine an event, a personality and a city. The Mathew Street Festival in Liverpool, for example, centres on the Beatles and the Cavern Club, located in that street. The festival attracts 350,000 visitors, and it is estimated that 'Beatles tourism' as a whole is worth some £32 million (€46 million) to Liverpool each year. Surviving Beatles Paul McCartney and Ringo Star were also used to lend cachet to the Liverpool ECOC in 2008 through their live performances in the city (although Ringo was not thanked for an interview after the opening night in which he indicated he would not like to live in his native city any more).

Star attractions appearing in festivals attract substantial media and public attention and, deliberately or not, they can define event programmes. In terms of mass popular events, determining the line-up of well-known stars is part of an acknowledged formula of successful programming in ECOC. The Hieronymus Bosch exhibition in Rotterdam (2001) attracted 220,000 visits, or 10% of the total audience for the year. In Thessaloniki, the Treasures of Mount Athos exhibition (1997) generated 700,000 visits, and concerts by Oasis and Van Morrison in Salamanca in 2002 were a major draw for the ECOC.

Particularly where 'star names' are used as a centrepiece of programming to attract larger audiences, there is a danger that these 'stars' begin to overshadow the event. In the case of the Over het IJ Festival in Amsterdam, for example, the festival became too closely linked to the performance group Dogtroep. This meant that many people attending actually thought they were going to a Dogtroep event rather than one performance at a larger festival.

A more extreme and less common version of this problem is when an event becomes bigger than the city it is located in. This may be a problem for smaller cities that host very high-profile events, such as the Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina, or the Edinburgh Festivals (where the power of the festivals is compounded when they act as a concerted pressure group).

### Programme defined by political dimension {#s0075}

Events can be motivated by political or religious causes with the objective of conveying messages, passing information and stimulating increased interest and belief. As events, such programmes are conceived to pass information about and generate public interest in a cause or political issue. The phenomena of global televised concerts such as Live Aid and LIVE 8 are good examples of this; the Holy Year declared to mark the Millennium in Rome is another and was estimated to have attracted 26 million visitors.

After the rejection of the proposed European Constitution in a referendum in France in May 2005, the French government and other supporters of the constitution decided to use Europe Day, which takes place on 9 May each year, to restore a positive European outlook. With deep divisions on the future of Europe within the government and French political parties, as well as in the European Union, Europe Day in May 2005 used the slogan *fête l'Europe*. Events in Paris included the Eiffel Tower illuminated in blue, evoking the European flag with its 12 stars, a large party for students who had benefited from the EU's Erasmus programmes and numerous debates about Europe's future and events taking place in and around embassies of European governments and cultural institutes. Europe Day 2006 was conceived to be a 'true celebration, a time for meetings and debates, a day when we affirm our pride to make Europe live' (statement by the government of France, 2006). The programme was influenced entirely by a clear political objective (see Chapter 2).

Festivals organised to promote a country, often combining cultural and economic activity, is a further example of politically motivated events. The programmes may be of high quality, and the political messaging may be discreet, but the primary force and usually the source of finance is a country that wishes to reinforce or change its image or reposition itself on a national or international stage. In 2006, France sponsored a cultural season called *Printemps francais* that took place across Turkey, featuring exhibitions concentrating on the work of the photographer Bresson and sculptor Rodin, and a spectacular outdoor performance by a company called *Zingaro*, with 40 horses flown by plane from Paris to Istanbul and 20 large trucks filled with equipment travelling by road. The Russian Federation is focusing events on France in 2010, declaring this 'Russian Year in France'. In 2009 the Dutch Government paid most of the €1.2 million cost of staging the New Island Festival on Governor's Island in New York as part of the celebrations for the 400th anniversary of Henry Hudson's voyage to what was then 'New Amsterdam'.

Events might also be organised as a direct support for political programmes, as in the case of the Greater London Authority's (GLA) Cultural Programme. This gives support to a limited range of cultural events across London, and aims to promote and enhance London's cultural and creative diversity. Although the programme does not grant-aid events, it seeks:"To add value to existing events and initiatives, and to commission new activities, which meet the Mayor's policy priorities. In many cases, the activities promoted will act as demonstration projects, promoting the ways in which culture can make a difference to people's lives and inspiring others to action. The GLA Cultural projects programme will be pursued by:" ▪*directly running a small number of events;*▪*lending political and financial support to and helping to promote a number of others; and*▪*encouraging and developing a wide range of other events, which reflect the Mayor's policy priorities.* "GLA (2001:1)"

The Singapore Arts Festival is operated by the National Arts Council, which ensures that the festival reflects the political approach to culture that is prevalent in this small island state (Ooi, 2007). Although the Festival Director has a strong influence, there is collective and committee decision making within the council along with input from local artists and arts experts. These 'external drivers' ensure that the festival matches Singapore's overall tourist vision and positioning as a global city, a process similar to other examples of Asian festivals mentioned earlier.The Hong Kong Harbour Festival held from 17 October to 11 November 2003, was part of a HK\$1 billion (US\$129 million; €96 million) programme to revive the economy of Hong Kong following the effects of SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome). It was a government underwritten event organised by InvestHK, under the auspices of the Economic Relaunch Working Group, in collaboration with the American Chamber of Commerce.The event was billed as 'a dazzling series of live shows catering to all tastes and ages, encompassing rock n' roll, family entertainment, blues and jazz, classical, theatrical performances and a Vegas Night'. Its organisation, which resulted in massive cost overruns, was heavily criticised and a criminal investigation was launched into the handling of the event. Of the HK\$155 million (US\$20 million;€15 million) spent on the event, over HK\$75 million was spent on artists fees for performers such as the Rolling Stones and Prince. It was hoped that the event would generate substantial global media coverage, but the US audience for the televised performances was only 314,000 (Legislative Council Panel on Financial Affairs, 2004).

### Programme defined by stakeholder dimension {#s0080}

Governments are not the only stakeholders who exert an important influence on programming. Tourism authorities will want to attract tourists at particular times of the year and to particular places, and economic development agencies will seek job creation benefits. Certain stakeholders, especially if they are the main financial supporters, may believe that they have the right to influence decisions about programmes, or may undertake the programming functions themselves. This happens regularly in corporate events organised by companies to launch products, increase sales or reinforce their brand image. Companies from Spain may opt for Spanish artists, and insist on performers who already have an association with the company or who have endorsed the company's products. Commercial stakeholders may be subtler in their influence on programmes managed by independent organisations or public authorities and are unlikely to insist on the obvious connection between the programme and their products; this sometimes depends on the scale of finance that is involved (see Chapter 4).

If the local community is itself a prime stakeholder, local associations and artists might characterise the programme. A Gay Pride event will usually promote gay artists; the Finnish Institute may insist on a Finnish programme and an anti-war host organisation is likely to develop a programme with themes and activities associated with its message.

The 'host stakeholder' may exert programming influence in a manner and with consistency to the point that an entire events programme can be named after or be defined by the stakeholder. This is the case with the ROBECO summer concerts in the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, for example. The concert series was started as a means of filling empty space during the summer months, but grew into a tradition, with inexpensive tickets financed by the sponsorship from the investment bank. In return, the concert series took on their name and the bank received 10% of the tickets for entertaining clients and staff.

### Competition as programme strategy {#s0085}

A number of cultural events include an element of competition. This is the historic rationale behind some traditional festivals, such as the Welsh Eisteddfod. It is also an essential aspect of many film festivals and a large number of music festivals that present prizes and awards.

The original model for competitive cultural festivals is arguably the Delphic Games, founded in Greece in 582 B.C. The Delphic Games, just as their sporting counterpart the Olympic Games, have now been resurrected. The first modern Delphic Games were held in Moscow in 2000. The principle is similar to the Olympic Games, with individual competitors representing each country:"The distinctive feature of these competitions is the fact that besides the individual performance, every participant being the member of the official delegation defends the honor of his (sic) city, region, country and shows the cultural potential and the contemporary level of art development of his (sic) territory.(International Delphic Committee, 2009)"

In New Zealand, Richards and Ryan (2004) describe how stakeholders rejected the idea of removing the competitive element from a cultural event although participants were convinced that competition helped to maintain high standards and improve the quality of performances.

Programming the Eventful City: More Than the Sum of Its Parts? {#s0090}
==============================================================

A wide range of factors influence events programmes. However, when programming for the eventful city as a whole, the organisation and coordination of many events need to be brought sharply into focus. What is the difference between programming individual events and programming the eventful city? What does city programming add to the eventful city?

Edinburgh, as discussed earlier, clearly shows the advantages of citywide programming. By concentrating a series of cultural events in the main summer season, Edinburgh can stake its claim to be one of the leading festival cities in the world. The density of programming helps to add liveliness and atmosphere at a time when many cities are relatively quiet. The concentration of these events in a relatively small area of the city centre helps to add to the feeling of festivity. Alongside the summer 'blockbuster' season, Edinburgh has also developed a series of events to fill the historically low tourist period in the winter season, such as Edinburgh's special Christmas and Hogmanay celebrations.

Helsinki offers another model in which a disparate range of events is stimulated and supported by the city, but with no overall direction or control (Silvanto and Hellman, 2005). This looser model presents some challenges for Helsinki:"With the proliferation of festivals, public authorities, and especially municipalities are confronted with a dilemma as to which festivals to support and with how much subsidy, to what extend to pool them together for the sake of some presumed efficiency, or rather leave them apart, respecting their autonomy and conceptual specificity. Inevitably, festival proliferation forces public authorities to define their objectives and expectations and in fact profile a local festival policy that will include monitoring, assessment and evaluation of individual festivals that seek public support.(Klaic, 2007:2003)"

Careful planning of the events programme can help a city to achieve its cultural and other goals. The plans for the Hague to establish itself as a 'festival city' indicate some salient points (Gemeente Den Haag, 2005); Recommendations for Festival City Policy▪The festival offer should be broad, appealing to all residents and spread overall disciplines while avoiding duplicating events.▪Risk financing should be found for new plans and initiatives.▪Success depends not only on mega events -- there is also room for smaller festivals.▪Coordination is needed, for example, through collective marketing and the development of an umbrella website.▪There should be a one-stop-shop for event organisers to obtain licenses and other services and the council should also reduce the costs of such regulation where possible.

The indications are that effective programming of the eventful city can offer a number of advantages in terms of coordination, stimulating ambiance and cultural vitality, social inclusion, organisational capacity, innovation, marketing and positioning.City Programming in European Capitals of CultureOne consistent set of programming models is the ECOC. The ECOCs face issues relating to how their programmes fit into the ongoing cultural life of a city, similar to how any special event or a new event that adds to the existing cultural supply might fit in. While some ECOCs attempted to weave special projects carefully through the existing cultural fabric of a city, others simply added projects and events on top of existing cultural programmes. Although the former is a more complex way of working, it has generally proved to be a more successful programming strategy, reducing the negative consequences of competitive positioning between different events, over-supply and media and public fatigue. Integrated programming fostered a greater sense of genuine partnership and reinforced strategic alliances and networking between the entities that provide the year-round cultural offer. In the period 1987--1997 the city of Glasgow initiated such an approach, which has been instituted in most of the subsequent ECOCs.Most ECOC programmes encompassed a very large number of unconnected initiatives, often grouped under themes or titles. In most cultural cities the means of understanding the extent of the programme was by looking at the promotional material that divided the programme in terms of discipline or theme. Coherence was usually viewed more as a communications or marketing issue than one of programme. This fragmentation of disparate elements of a cultural programme may be one of the reasons for the lack of overall impact and understanding of the programme in many ECOCs.All ECOCs sought advice during the project selection process. They all consulted cultural organisations and artists, and almost half also consulted government officials and politicians. Less than half consulted local residents and community organisations and very few capitals of culture sought advice from the business community or the tourism sector. As well as undertaking consultation, all ECOCs used specific criteria to select projects for their programmes. The most common criteria used by almost all cities were:▪the quality of the project; and▪the cost of the project.Following these, the most often cited criteria were:▪the relevance of the project to the programme's aims;▪the experience of the organisers; and▪the long-term impact or sustainability of the project.Other less common criteria used by cities were the educational potential of the project, the originality of the project, the attractiveness of the project to audiences and the opportunity offered to local producers.

Programming Challenges {#s0095}
======================

The city that takes charge of developing its events programme finds itself trying to cater to the needs of all stakeholders, and rapidly discovers that it may not be possible to meet all demands and priorities; choices will need to be made. The key issue for the eventful city is therefore how to strike the programming balance in order to maximise the outcomes for the city as a whole. The Programming DilemmaChristian Radu, Director of the Sibiu ECOC in 2007, summarised the dilemmas involved in striking such a balance as follows:▪Strategic dilemmas□Culture as art or culture as a way of life?□Cultural democracy or democratisation of culture?□Culture as quality of life or culture as development?▪Implementation dilemmas□Consultation or active participation in decision making?□Prestige or practical?□National or international allure?▪Social dilemmas□The community or communities?□Cultural diversity or monoculture?▪Economic dilemmas□Subsidy or incentives for cultural operators?▪Management dilemmas□Centralisation or decentralisation?□Direct provision or contracting out?(Radu, 2007).

Clearly the problem of balance in the cultural programme of a city is a complex multi-dimensional issue to which there is no perfect answer. At every turn, difficult decisions need to be made and it is best to prepare for the negative as well as the positive consequences of such decisions.

Managing disappointment {#s0100}
-----------------------

The process of selecting programme elements is, in most cases, a necessary quality control, but the selection process also creates a need to manage the inevitable disappointment caused by rejection. In the 1998 ECOC in Stockholm, approximately 5000 project submissions and ideas were received but the operational team was unable to process them quickly (not many decisions could be made before 1997 as the budget was not fixed). The organisers eventually turned down almost 4000 projects, leaving 1218 projects in the programme, but only 532 of these could be supported financially from the budget of the ECOC. The selection process therefore generated a high level of disappointment among those who were not selected or funded. Cities need to be aware of this problem, which is particularly acute where an open call for project proposals is used as a tool to increase involvement in the cultural programming process between the organisers and local residents.

One potential solution to the problem of disappointment is being tested in the development of the ECOC candidacy for Aarhus in Denmark (2017). Rather than launching an open call for project proposals, the idea is to invite actors from the cultural sector to join the project as participants. Those individuals and organisations who contribute to the development of the event will then be eligible to receive support from the ECOC. This principle of reciprocity has the intention of reducing the arguments about funding later on, since those who are willing to invest in the development of the whole event might benefit in return later on.

From Cultural Policy to Cultural Programming {#s0105}
============================================

Supporting eventful programming requires cities to change the way they think about events. This is also part of a broader shift in the strategic approach that cities take to culture, which Hitters (2007) identifies as a change from making 'cultural policy' towards a 'cultural programming' approach.

City cultural programming not only places the emphasis on the role of the city as stage or backdrop for a series of events, but also changes the role of the public sector from the supplier of events into that of programme coordinator. In order to communicate the new complexity of cultural programming to potential audiences, cultural and event managers increasingly need to think in terms of themes which will help to increase the 'readability' of the programme as well as increasing identification of the different audiences with the programme.

The forms of culture that are programmed combine high culture, popular culture and 'everyday' culture (Richards, 2007a). These forms need to be programmed in such a way that they articulate with the more 'traditional' cultural supply, producing a distinctive cultural programme for the city that situates it in time and space. As the Strategic Plan for the Cultural Sector of Barcelona emphasises, there is a need to link past, present and future:"The cultural legacy of the city is expressed in tangible elements -- collections, museums, buildings, urban design, etc. -- and in intangible elements: lifestyles, the use of the streets, festivals, traditions, etc. The city must be capable of valuing this heritage as the best guarantee of expressing singularity within an increasingly global context.(Ajuntament de Barcelona, 1999:135)"

Melbourne illustrates the wide variety of events now being programmed either actively or passively by cities. [Table 3.4](#t0025){ref-type="table"} shows the events issued with a permit for use of public space in 2006/2007. This table illustrates that a large proportion of the total 'programming' that a city may deal with is made up of small-scale community- or business-related events.Table 3.4Events in the City of Melbourne by Type, 2006/2007ActivityNumberHallmark events3International one-off events3Major events78Community and corporate events305Filming58Weddings178Community sport52Total677

The growing range and scale of events now dealt with by the eventful city means that more thought has to be given to how programmes will be conceived and developed. Care has to be taken to avoid clashes of major events, which may generate problems of congestion or security. Connections can be made between different events to achieve coherence and impact. There is a need to develop partnerships and synergies between all those people in a city who organise and promote events. The leadership offered by public authorities to facilitate strong working relationships across a city is one of the prerequisites of the realisation of the eventful city. What is required is strategic planning for eventfulness as well as effective programming of individual events and event programmes. In this way, individual events and entire event programmes can be integrated into the wider processes of cultural planning and urban planning, helping the city to achieve its strategic goals.

Conclusion {#s0110}
==========

Programming is a process that is subject to a wide range of pressures, both internal and external. The programme for the eventful city should be a product of the vision for the city: a means of reaching and engaging with its stakeholders and publics as well as positioning itself relative to other cities. The vision of the eventful city should provide a basis for making programming decisions and ensuring that the right balance of different programme elements is achieved.

In terms of developing eventfulness, event programmes should be conceived in a strategic, holistic way. Inevitably there are a range of objectives that need to be achieved by the event programme, and there is a tendency for cities to try and provide 'something for everyone' in their programming. However, such scattergun approaches to programming run the risk of producing safe and potentially boring programmes at the cost of creativity and innovation. Achieving balance should not be equated with the middle way or taking the path of least resistance. In many cases, the city will have to defend its vision and deal with the conflict that programme decisions may create.

Programming requires an effective working relationship to be developed between the city and all event stakeholders because, although the city may set the general vision of what it wants to achieve, most of the actual work of programming is done by others. The role of stakeholders and their relationship with the eventful city is the subject of the following chapter.

[^1]: Notes:

[^2]: ●: Programme emphasis

[^3]: ●●: Stronger emphasis within its own programme

[^4]: : Including exhibition and expo

[^5]: : Including films and multimedia

[^6]: ●: Stakeholder target groups

[^7]: ●●: Stronger emphasis comparing among its own stakeholders for each festival
